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Description
13/02350/FUL | Erection of 9 student study rooms on 3 floors adjacent to Thames Wharf, East of
Fiddler's Island stream, together with pedestrian footbridge to the Thames Towpath, 1 disabled
car parking space, bin and cycle stores. | Land Adjacent Thames Wharf 3 Roger Dudman Way
Oxford Oxfordshire OX1 1AG

Summary
















The proposed building is extremely ugly, and completely discordant with the
exceptional and highly sensitive surroundings comprising of unspoilt countryside, a
beautiful stretch of river and Victorian suburbs to the south
This landscape defines and frames Oxford (OX-Ford) and is an ancient unspoilt
trackway used by generations of pilgrims and wayfarers from Godstow and the
Binsey shrine to St Frideswide’s and Rewley abbey and beyond
Will severely impact Fiddler’s Island side stream, cutting a wildlife corridor at its
narrowest, destroying the east bank - no protection or buffer is possible due to site
constraints, and may lead to local water falls disturbing wildlife in Fiddler’s stream
Screening from the river is not only impossible as the building is on the stream, but it
will prevent screening from the river of the main Roger Dudman development to the
immediate north.
The Thames Path is of national importance, the views and feel should be protected,
development here will damage Oxford’s reputation, and will be the first sight for
walkers from the north
Sets a precedent once allowed, all further development on the river must be
permitted, thus this is a decision regarding the whole of the Thames though Oxford
This is a greenfield site, development is not permitted under C.S.2
Remove significant view of St Barnabas
Flood risk is higher that the Environmental Agency predicts
The harm to the environment for such a small gain of 11 bedrooms cannot be
justified, particularly as there is now no shortage of student accommodation

Design
The proposed structure is far too large, and discordant with the countryside and Victorian
nature of this stretch of the canal, and uses ugly modern brickwork and design, the timber
cladding does not alter the overall form or scale and in any case covers only about 35% of
the area.
It is contrary to CS 18 as it does not :






respond appropriately to the site and its surroundings,
contribute to an attractive public realm,
respect and draw inspiration from Oxford’s unique historic environment (above and
below ground),
respond positively to the character and distinctiveness of the locality.
Damages important historic features, or their settings, particularly those of national
importance

Contrary to H.P.9 as it does not :





respond to the overall character of the area, including its built and natural features
respect the site context and heritage assets;
sustain and enhance the significance of heritage assets, and makes a positive
contribution to local character and distinctiveness.
enhance wildlife habitat

“New development and the public realm should be of a quality that upholds the city’s
international reputation.” [Core Strategy]

Green Field Allocation
Is contrary to policy C.S. 2 as it is a greenfield site and it has not:



been allocated via a DPD
and is not residential development.

and further:
“Greenfield land will not be allocated for development .. if it would cause harm to a site
designated for its ecological value.
Other areas of open space will only be allocated for development if a need for the
development of that land can be demonstrated, and if the open space is not required for the
well-being of the community it serves.”
Is contrary to policy C.S. 21 :
“The City Council will seek to maintain an overall average of 5.75 ha of publicly accessible
green space per 1,000 population”
the target for which was already exceeded in 2001 due to 11% population growth, not the
2.75% indicated by the Council - as this entails further loss of green space and amenity in a
green area adjacent to the West End development which will impact on the ratio of green
space to population.

Natural Environment
The Thames at this point represents a “green lane” as per 4.4 paragraph 4.4.1 of the Local
Plan :
“4.4 Areas of Special Character
4.4.1 Outside the areas formally protected by the environmental and conservation policies in
the Local Plan there are other areas of special character that should be protected. Examples
are the “green lanes” at Richard’s Lane, Cuckoo Lane and Barracks Lane.”

“The Creepy – Crawly –Corridor”
The east bank wildlife corridor is at its very narrowest at this point, from the expanses of
Port Meadow, the greenery funnels down to a narrow corridor at the Roger Dudman
Development, and then opens again very slightly at Fiddler’s Island, providing a corridor
downstream, to Rewley Stream and the Oxford Canal.
Is contrary to policy NE. 6 as it does not:



complement and enhance the waterside setting
and protect or, where appropriate, create wildlife habitats

but destroy habitat on the east bank of Fiddler’s Stream. The Sites and Housing DPD often
enforces a setback from rivers for permitted developments.

It is contrary to H.E. 8:
“Planning permission will not be granted for any development that will adversely affect the
visual, historical or horticultural character of an historic park or garden or its setting,
whether or not it is included on the statutory register.”
It is contrary to NPPF as it does not :
“ conserve and enhance the natural environment “ or
“contribute to and enhance the natural and local environment by protecting and enhancing
valued landscapes””

Riverbank and Heritage Views
These are clearly undesignated heritage assets as are the heritage views which are now
recognised as Heritage Assets by the NPPF, English Heritage and the Core Strategy :
“conserve heritage assets in a manner appropriate to their significance, so that they can be
enjoyed for their contribution to the quality of life of this and future generations” (NPPF)
“Therefore, planning policies and decisions should address the connections between people
and places and the integration of new development into the natural, built and historic
environment.”
“the river corridors running either side of Oxford’s historic core are an essential part of its
special character and landscape setting. Such land is generally unsuitable for
development.” [Core Strategy]
“but the river corridors of the Thames and Cherwell penetrate as extensive green wedges
into the heart of the city. This gives Oxford a distinctive physical form” [Core Strategy]
“We are avoiding development on the floodplain and areas of high ecological interest; we
are protecting Oxford’s heritage and the views of the historic core;” [Core Strategy]
The following shows the importance of the area – the Design and Access Statement is very
selective showing no views of the riverside.

View looking south from/over development site

View south to Osney, The OPT railway and Rewley Abbey Stream is to left

Cows and Ducks at the Development Site

View at the development site looking north west

View towards the development site – Will prevent screening of Roger Dudman Way

A not to scale representation of the development from plans – no screening is possible

Heritage Report
This development impacts on a undesignated, unassessed heritage asset for which no report
has been produced, a fact ignored in the Design and Access Statement, which refers only to
integration with Roger Dudman Way.

Conservation Area Assessment Report - Jericho
This site lies just outside the Conservation Area, but the comments applied to the canalside
within it pertain also to the Thames at this point, therefore are worthy of the same
protections:
“Summary of Significance
18. The canal is an ‘ecological highway’ linking the countryside to the city centre, with native
tree species with a natural/informal character.
19. Urban fabric nestled within an amphitheatre of greenery
Vulnerability
7. Insensitive street furniture and lighting.

15. Development and poor management represent a threat to trees, both individual
specimen trees within gardens and to some groups including those along the canal
11. Suburbanisation of canal banks, resulting in the reduction of habitat and the wild rural
nature of the canal in this area.”

Opportunity for Enhancement
Canal & Boatyard
“The towpath side of the canal, along with the banks of castle mill stream, is characterised
by a ‘wild’ and dynamic treescape. The trees, which are of indigenous riparian species,
provide a green back drop to Jericho as well as a screen between the differing townscapes of
Jericho and Rewley as well as the railway. Few of the trees are of individual merit but they
have group value to the canal and conservation area as a whole.
This canal is an ecological and amenity asset for Jericho and the City. It also forms an
important part of the wider character of Oxford, in that it is one of the numerous ribbons of
waterway and greenery that bring the countryside into the City.”

Flood Risk
The Environmental 1:100 floodline (which borders this development) has flooded 2-3 times
in the last six years.
Oxford has been repeatedly flooded – in 1809, 1821, 1852 and 1894 in the nineteenth
century alone – this area was definitely flooded in 1852 and 1894.
It is therefore contrary to C.S. 11 :
“Planning permission will not be granted for any development in the functional flood plain
(Flood Zone 3b)”
as since the 2012 floods, it is recognised that the overall danger is greater than had been
recognised – the policy is now out of date.

Disproportionate Harm For Little Gain
This will only provide 9 student bedrooms, which even in Roger Dudman Way represents 23% of the total. In addition, there appears to be little shortage student accommodation.
It is contrary to NPPF Model Policy M.P.1 as it does not meet the test:
“Any adverse impacts of granting permission would significantly and demonstrably outweigh
the benefits”

Precedent
Once this is allowed, all further development on the river must be permitted, thus this is a
decision regarding the whole Thames and Cherwell landscapes through Oxford.

